A Research Program for Global Systems Science

Version 01 (February 1, 2013),
being the seed for a living document. 
The seed is one of the results of the first open global systems science (GSS) conference (Brussels, November 8-10, 2012) and of subsequent workshops, informal exchanges and on-going research by members of the emerging global systems science community. 
The second open GSS conference is planned for June 2013. Details will follow on the global systems science blog.


Introduction: The Global ICT System

“The ATM changed banking practice but did not change how people saw themselves as human beings. The computer is said to be radical because, through its instant worldwide communications, it is changing us from locally aware beings to globally aware beings.“ This remark by Peter Denning – lead author of the seminal ACM report „Computing as a Discipline“ – captures the reason why the evolution of computing has reached a point where it calls for and enables a science of global systems.

The introduction shall expand this insight, showing how the research program of GSS starts addressing questions like:
How can the development of innovative ICT techniques and technologies best respond to the shift from a “Western” to a truly global knowledge base?
How can the present state of the global ICT system, characterized by an amazing lead by the US, evolve into a situation where other global players learn to join the dynamics of this global system in a cooperative mode?
	How can the global ICT system become a medium of active global awareness rather than a machinery produced by a restricted elite and fostering atrophy of civic skills?
	…

The introduction will then indicate that GSS shall develop by investigating policy and methodical challenges roughly along the following lines.


Three Policy Aspects

Global financial markets

The financial crisis of 2007 has not led to a breakdown of the world economy only because a critical minority of policy-makers – mostly central bankers – had the courage to discard the conventional wisdom of current macro-economic models and experiment with measures that defy that wisdom. In particular, the build-up of the Euro crisis could only be stopped when the president of the ECB, Mario Draghi, declared his determination to move the markets from an inferior (in his words: “bad”) towards a superior (“good”) equilibrium, rather than sticking to the conventional story of a shock that had to be absorbed by the capacity of the markets to return to their alleged single, stable equilibrium.

However, the risk of a next crisis, possibly larger in scope, is unabated, and will be a key challenge of global risk governance in the years and decades to come. GSS will help to move towards an integrated governance of global risks that takes into account the interactions between financial and other markets as well as between socio-economic dynamics at global, national and regional scales. For this purpose, GSS will develop simulation models that overcome the feature of a single stable equilibrium built into present standard models, and that will rely on  well as in-depth analysis of the large data-sets necessary to monitor the complex networks of economic and other agents shaping the world economy.

This shall lead to joint learning by policy-makers and researchers about how to design and implement effective measures towards a financial sector supporting increasing employment and sustainable economic growth, e.g.:
	simple rules to limit risky dynamics of complex financial systems,

regional experiments with innovative schemes to foster sustainable growth,
stepwise move from the present Dollar-based state of the global monetary system towards a state where the overcoming of global poverty can take place along reasonably stable trajectories,
…

…


Global climate policy

In a different way, the challenge of integrated risk governance and multiple equilibria (more technically: basins of attraction) is relevant for global climate policy, too. Attempts to reduce global emissions stressing the dangers of climate change to justify moderate reductions in economic growth have led to gridlock in international negotiations, globally and to some extent even within the EU. 

GSS will support global climate policy by investigating possible co-benefits of climate policy, ranging from reduced health impacts by air pollution to accelerated productivity growth by new directions and volumes of investment. In part, this will require models with a similar architecture from those required to address global financial risks, in part it will require even greater emphasis on interactions between different policy fields like environment, energy, employment, health and foreign policy. 

As with the financial crisis, GSS research shall lead to joint learning by policy-makers and researchers about how to design and implement effective measures towards  climate policies supporting mutually re-inforcing goals:
	showing by examples that increased economic well-being is possible with systematically decreasing emissions,

generalizing these examples  up to the point where emissions decrease globally, too,
turning measures to adapt to adverse climate change into experiences of social learning that strengthen resilience while reducing emissions
	prepare for the need to take CO2 back from the atmosphere, especially once global poverty will have been overcome 
	…

…


Globalisation and Urbanisation

World society is rapidly becoming an urban society, with city systems coalescing into a global urban system. The global ICT system is closely interacting with this dynamics, leading to new degrees of freedom and new challenges. Traditional centre-periphery structures are displaced by more complex patterns, the received distinction of nature and culture is put in question, and urban lifestyles are blended with the global awareness fostered by ICT.

Worldwide urbanisation is welcome for several reasons:
	since their origins, cities have been powerhouses of innovation, and innovation is badly needed to address the global challenges of our time,
	along with basic education and increasing welfare, urbanization is a key factor to achieve the necessary end of global population growth,

cities are hotbeds of pluralism, potentially enriching the life of their inhabitants and leading to institutions shaped by empowered citizens.
Worldwide urbanization raises major challenges, however:
	innovations may well go in directions that worsen already worrying trends,
	urbanization can undermine human communities so as to lead to new forms of violence and anomie,

health problems from circulatory diseases to cancer can be exacerbated while problems like obesity and new strands of micro-organisms reach epidemic proportions.

GSS will explore how the interaction between the global urban system and the global ICT system are changing settlement structures and lifestyles, and how policy-makers can influence their future dynamics. It will do so by relying on case studies, crowdsourced data, simulation models, and action research.

…


Three Methodical Aspects


Models and narratives of globalization

GSS will massively rely on computer models, taking advantage of advanced technology to tackle the complex multi-scale – spatial and temporal – structure of global systems. By their algorithmic structure, however, computer models presuppose a set of concepts that are unambiguously given for the purpose at hand. While such models can and will surprise the user in many ways, they are ill-suited to deal with the ambiguities that are a vital ingredient of human life. From Homer’s Odyssey to Joyce’s Ulysses and Kubrick’s “A space Odyssey”, story-telling is one of the most important and fruitful ways for humans to deal with those ambiguities.

Narratives can help to crystallize the concepts needed to build suitable computer models, they can help to delimit the scope within which a particular model is useful, and to understand what goes wrong when it is used beyond that scope. Especially important for GSS is the possibility of using narratives to tackle the thorny problem of unintended consequences, both of policies to be analysed, and of using the models developed by GSS.

…


Big data 

The importance of big data for GSS is perhaps best explained by a double analogy, with flying and with speech recognition. For centuries, people dreamed of being able to fly like birds, and sometimes experimented with devices that somehow had moving wings. These attempts all failed, but eventually a different route proved successful: devices with rigid wings whose geometry would create smaller pressure on top than below when the device was moving fast enough. For a much shorter time span, computer scientists and linguists have tried to develop devices that can recognize spoken language the way humans do. Again, this proved rather elusive, but big data provided an alternative approach: huge databases with snippets of spoken language can be searched with Google-type algorithms to find correspondences with oral input. 

The point of these analogies is that big data can become essential tools to perceive global systems, but only if they come with new ways of using them. Mindlessly trying to apply techniques used to target individuals when trying to understand global systems will not work. Nor can computers be expected to form concepts the way humans do in conversations and joint actions. By exploiting the relation between models and narratives of globalization, GSS can define practical problems and preliminary concepts that can be used to mine big data sets – often to be obtained by crowdsourcing – in view of the dynamics and structure of global systems. The results can then be used recursively to improve problem definitions and concepts, as well as to monitor the intended and unintended consequences of policies dealing with global systems.

GSS will contribute to the development of type systems suitable for processing big data. It will do so by taking into account the massive progress that has been made in type theory since its origins in Russell’s and Whiteheads Principia Mathematica, thereby overcoming the surprising ignorance of that progress that impairs many, perhaps most type systems presently used in practical applications.

…


High performance computing

Even more than with big data, mindless computing is an increasingly serious danger in high performance computing (HPC). In all three policy areas considered in the present research program – financial markets, climate policy, and urban dynamics – the evidence to be provided to policy-makers needs to be “reflexive evidence”, i.e. evidence that comes with an assessments of its reliability, validity, and relevance. So far, HPC has rarely, if ever, been used in such a spirit. Nevertheless, it holds considerable promise in this regard, e.g. because of the possibility to explore large, complex sample spaces of parameter values and boundary conditions.

The need for reflexive evidence is not peculiar to global systems science – by now, the cases where decision-makers can safely rely on evidence to be taken, as it were, at face value are the exception, not the rule. However, when dealing with global systems the need is particularly urgent, because our understanding of and familiarity with those systems is so limited that scientific evidence always results from a whole array of non-trivial decisions by researchers. HPC is particularly well-suited to produce reflexive evidence under such conditions.

For this purpose, the computational skills required to develop and use HPC must be combined with great skills in communication and in assessing the relevance of evidence for addressing specific practical issues. Therefore, GSS will systematically embed HPC work in dialogues with scholars from the humanities and with practitioners dealing with global systems.

…


Conclusion: Towards a Theory of Global Systems

Global systems are networks of networks whose structures change stochastically through time. A promising route of theory building identifies some of the nodes in those networks with human – individual and/or collective – agents. At a given moment in time, an agent has some goals, a limited perception of the overall system, limited memory of its past behavior, an action space dependent on resources of the agent, and possibly an internal model of the system as a whole. The interaction between agents can then be described by means of game theory, with each agent playing iterated games with samples of other agents. The outcome of each iteration modifies perception, memory, resources and possibly goals and internal models. Agents learn both from their own experience and from observing others, with imitation being more frequent than individual learning. The topology of the overall network represents the existence of nations as well as of global interactions via markets and via other channels, including the global ICT structure.

Since Dijkstra’s path-breaking analysis of computational systems with distributed control, much progress has been made in analysing the kind of networks sketched above. In particular, work on the evolution of conventions has shown how multiple basins of attraction can be identified and investigated, including transitions from one basin to another or chaotic trajectories between them. By means of algorithmic game theory, speeds of convergence can be estimated and compared to the effects of random shocks. Accepting that on actual markets goods trade at prices set by individual agents allows to apply this framework to market interactions. Agents can die and be born, including the possibility that lower level agents form coalitions that operate as higher level agents.

This approach can be used to study computer networks, including the internet as a whole. It can also be used to study other global systems, with computer networks themselves becoming possible models of global systems in general – while keeping in mind the challenge of identifying the scope of application of models by means of suitable narratives.

…



The present seed shall grow through crowd writing and extended peer review into a first document to orient the development of global systems science. The result will be version 1 of A Research Program for Global Systems Science. 
As a next step, in a few weeks there shall be a reasonably polished version of 20-30 pages. Therefore, draft proposals for single sections of 3-4 pages are espcially welcome, but so are as are highly selective reference lists, smaller and larger materials, including figures, graphics, quotations, snippets, comments, and suggestions.
Contributions are welcome at global-systems-science.eu.



